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ABSTRACT: The Internet has recently become not only one of the most popular communication channels but also the most
accessible and searchable information repository of different domains. Billions of users surf the Internet everyday to
search for information or visit social network and e-commerce websites. The web usage behaviors of these users can be
analyzed by Web Usage Mining (WUM) systems to discover useful knowledge that helps improve service performance.
Despite recent successes, existing WUM systems still cannot cope with the growing dynamics and complexity of the Web,
resulting in overwhelming overheads and low efficiency. In this paper, an innovative Web-Page Recommender System is
proposed to model user web browsing behaviors, extract popular web paths and predict web navigation possibilities.
Particularly, the main inference algorithm in this system integrates advanced Frequent Pattern Recognition methods and
Stochastic Markov Models to achieve an optimal balance between superior predictive accuracy and excessively demanding
computation in higher order models. Empirical analysis suggests that our system outperforms other conventional methods
with respect to complexity reduction and accuracy improvement.
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1. Introduction

As many businesses are conducted online and more people use the Internet as a cheap and effective way to communicate
and share information with each other, a tremendous volume of web usage data is collected by web servers and ready for
further analysis. Such data encapsulated in log files contain not only simple user sessions, but also useful information which
helps trace web usage patterns in relation to browsing behavior and recommend relevant web pages to users. To extract
useful insights and actionable knowledge from this data, a Web Usage Mining (WUM) process can be used which implements
advanced Knowledge Discovery techniques including clustering, classification, relationship mining and temporal sequence
mining. Many WUM systems have been recently developed to better analyze web log data with highly advanced technologies.
One of the most commonly used learning methods in WUM is Markov-based models [1-3]. However, there is a trade-off
between predictive accuracy and model complexity which makes existing Markov-based models computationally extensive
and in some cases, subject to overfitting problems [4]. In this paper, we propose an extension to conventional Markov models
using advanced frequent pattern mining techniques. This algorithm is then implemented in a Web-Page Recommender
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System to model web usage behaviors and predict next page to be visited by a user. This system is designed with a focus on
scalability and processing efficiency. A number of benchmarking datasets are deployed to verify the effectiveness of our
method and compare with other learning algorithms.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces Web Mining and reviews some existing research related to Markov-
Based learning models and sequence mining for Web applications. Section 3 explains the proposed WUM system including
its motivations, relevant concepts and technologies. Section 4 presents experimental analysis conducted on benchmarking
data to compare our methods and other algorithms. Section 5 concludes the paper and points out the future work.

2. Web Mining and Related Works

2.1 Web Mining
Web Mining is defined as a process of extracting potentially useful patterns and implicit knowledge from artifacts or activities
related to the web structure, web content and web usage behaviors. This process applies advanced Data Mining, Machine
Learning and high end data visualization technologies. There are three major branches from Web Mining research: (1) Web
Content Mining processes published HTML (semi-structured), plaintext (unstructured) or XML documents (structured); (2)
Web Structure Mining investigates hyperlink architecture and (3) Web Usage Mining analyzes user interactions with a web
server, using web logs, click-stream and transactional data.

This paper focuses on recent advances in Web Usage Mining (WUM). Unlike other fields of Web Mining, WUM concerns
with Web browsing patterns and correlations between the web pages that supports server performance improvement,
hypertext structure optimization, web personalization, traffic analysis, and targeted advertising. Personalization is one of the
most widely researched areas in WUM. This personalization characteristic can be achieved through the development of
adaptive websites that automatically change their organization and navigational presentation according to user preferences
[5]. Some typical applications of WUM include clustering web users [6], mining conceptual link hierarchies from web log files
for adaptive website navigation [7], building frequent web access sequences [8] and predicting web navigations [9].

One of the early WUM systems is the Analog system [10] which comprises an offline component that clusters past user data
and an online component which classifies active user sessions into identified clusters. Another typical WUM system is the
WebWatcher system [11] which suggests hyperlinks to users based on their interests. This recommender system uses
keyword-based method to identify user interest and information of selected hyperlinks and the site structure. Similarly, a
WUM system in [12] also takes into account the site topology to cluster related hyperlinks. It proposes the Association Rule
Hypergraph Partitioning technique with a fixed-width sliding window of current active sessions. Though these systems
obtain a certain level of accuracy, they suffer from low scalability and efficiency in the case of large amount of data to be
processed.

As a result of an increasing focus on human-centric web applications, many researches have been devoted to study web
personalization techniques with new ideas recently emerged, such as flexibly combining data mining techniques, performance
of mining process is significantly improved, and considering effective input data. These approaches are important but have
not yet discovered much in previous works. A hybrid web personalization model was introduced in [13]  that used the
localized connection measure (LCM) to select amongst possible recommender models the most adaptive model to individual
user’s preferences. By flexibility of switching between recommender systems including such as Association Rules, Sequential
Patterns, and Contiguous Sequential Pattern at each pageview in the active session, the system was found to obtain the
highest precision and coverage.

2.2 Hybrid Markov-Based WUM Models
There has been a great deal of WUM research that uses Markov models to capture the sequential relationships hidden in web
navigation histories and to estimate the probability of visiting web pages. Each web page is referred to as a state in the
Markov model. The N-order Markov model predicts the next page to which a user most likely to navigate based on the
previous N-1 visited pages. The higher the order of a Markov model is, the more accurate predictive capability it will get.
However, its number of states also exponentially increases for higher order models which consequently lead to excessive
model complexity, especially for a website with huge number of pages. Assume that the web structure is not at optimal
configuration, there are usually a significant number of inactive, redundant or irrelevant pages included in the Markov model.
Therefore, it is imperative to filter out such pages to remedy the complexity drawbacks of Markov model.  Several works have
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been proposed to construct hybrid Markov models with a hope to alleviate this problem.  For example, a WUM system in  [2]
combines the Markov model with association rules and clustering techniques in order to enhance mining efficiency. This
model is reported to predict accurately and have less state space complexity and fewer generated rules than the original
Markov model. However, its performance depends on several uncertain factors such as the hyperlink structure and the
support and confidence thresholds. A different approach is developed in [3] in which the first order Markov model is
implemented using the Expectation-Maximization algorithm and the resultant model is then integrated with an adaptive
model-based clustering method. Though the predictive accuracy is very comparative between these two models, they both
share the scalability problem which is popular for Web Mining due to the vast amount of noisy and redundant data.

Recent novel Markov-based web mining systems often combine Markov models of different prediction levels which
correspond to each state level, and then produce output symbols at each state transition. These output symbols are essential
to discover user group interest path patterns.  A hybrid Markov model was proposed in [14] for mining interest navigation
patterns, which obtained high performance with respect to prediction overlay and correct rate in Markov model, and optimal
navigation path and time when moving from one page to another. In this model, the interest path patterns were computed
based on interest keywords determined by user access time length. Therefore, this approach achieves higher accuracy of
predicting interest navigation patterns than traditional Markov models, and overcomes the state-space complexity of Markov
models. However this hybrid Markov model has not yet completely resolved redundant data issues, making the computation
of output symbols and interest patterns still complex.

2.3 Sequence Mining for Web Applications
In this Section, a family of sequence mining techniques will be discusses in details with special focus put on two typical
algorithms, namely Generalized Sequential Pattern (GSP) [15] and Sequential pattern Discovery using Equivalence classes
(SPADE) [16]. These techniques are commonly used in a number of web mining applications [17, 18].

Firstly, a sequence is simply an ordered list of item sets. The length of a sequence is the total number of item occurrences.
Let SA and SB respectively denote two sequences <A1, …, An> and <B1, …, Bn> where Ai and Aj are item sets and m > n. If
there exist integers i1<i2<...<in such that A1 Bi   ,…, and An Bn   , it is said that SA is subsequence of  SB or SA SB .

2.3.1 Generalized Sequential Pattern (GSP)
GSP [15] discovers all frequent items (not item sets) by making multiple passes over the database. For each iteration, a two-
phase process is executed.

•  Candidate generation (generate-and-test)

 Joining (k-1)-sequences with themselves to generate k-sequence. This is based on the anti-monotone property
      that all the subsequences of a frequent sequence must be frequent.

 Pruning by removing candidate sequences whose subsequence is not frequent

•  Support Counting (hash tree-based search)
This process is repeated until there is no frequent sequence left, or there is no candidate sequence generated.

Freq _ seq _ List1:=Frequent atoms;
      For k=2; Freq _ seq _ Listk!= empty; k = k + 1;

                                           Ck = set of candidates
                                                  For all records in database do

           Increment count of X Ck contained in S
                                                   End for
                                           Freq _ seq _ Listk ={X Ck |support (X)>threshold}
                                      End for

                               Set of all frequent sequences: = Freq _ seq _ Listk

Table 1. GSP Algorithm

1 1
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2.3.2. Sequential Pattern Discovery using Equivalence classes (SPADE)
Besides the high accuracy of GSP algorithm, it is rather computationally expensive to decompose sequences for counting
their supports. Additionally, GSP normally results in a large number of candidate sequences. To overcome this problem, a
novel sequence mining algorithm, namely Sequential pattern Discovery using Equivalence classes (SPADE) [16], is proposed.
SPADE is faster and more efficient than GSP because it decomposes the problem (i.e. search space) into smaller sub-problems
and then deploy parallel search in sub-search spaces. It first discovers frequent 1-sequences, and 2-sequences. A 2-phase
decomposition and enumeration process is then executed:

•  Decomposition of search space into equivalence classes and

•  Enumeration of frequent sequences within each class

Another feature of SPADE that improves its performance is the introduction of the lattice concept to divide the candidate
sequences into groups by items such that each group can be completely stored in the main memory. In addition, SPADE uses
ID-list to reduce the costs for computing support counts. ID-list of a sequence keeps a list of pairs which indicate the
positions that sequence appears in the database. In a pair, the first value identifies which customer has the sequence and the
second refers to a transaction of that customer which contains the last item set of the sequence. A typical side effect of using
ID-list is that it may be costly to repeatedly merge the ID-lists for a large number of frequent candidate sequences.

 Table 2. SPADE Algorithm

3. The New WUM System

The first-order Markov models (Markov Chains) provide a simple way to model sequential relationships between states with
only a single variable (current state) by computing the probability of each state and of transition between states. However,
these models assume that the next state is determined by a function of the current states and therefore, neglect the “long-term
memory” aspect of web usage behaviors [19]. To better capture dynamic and complex behaviors of web users, higher-order
Markov models are developed with higher predictive accuracy for navigational paths, significantly increasing model coverage,
however, at the price of exponential increase in state-space complexity. Moreover, such complex models may be susceptible
to overfitting problem, affecting the overall system robustness and limiting their applicability to real-time and data-extensive
(e.g. concerned with large state space) web mining tasks [19]. Several mixture approaches are also studied to combine
Markov models of different orders.   Unfortunately, such mixtures require excessive data and computation resources for
processing and training [20].  This incompatibility of model coverage and model complexity motivates our research to seek for
a compromised solution for this problem.

This system comprises four main components: (1) the preprocessing module that cleans the raw web log data, identifies user
profiles and constructs usage sequences; (2) the frequent pattern discovery module that derives frequently-happened
sequences; (3) the predictive module that models web usage behaviors and (4) the recommendation module that suggests
possible next navigation steps based on user interests. The details of these modules are presented below:

1http://sol.cs.unwindsor.ca/~cezeife/webcleaner.tar.gz

P1 = all frequent atoms with their ID-list

P2 = all frequent 2-sequences with their ID-list

E = All equivalence classes of atoms P1

For all [x] E do

     Construct pattern lattice of [X]

     Explore frequent sequences in [X] by

         Using either Depth first or Breath first search

End for
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3.1 Preprocessing Module
Web log data is a log file which records every request from a user’s browser a website on a Web server. The format of the log
file is the common log format (CLF or “clog”) [21] includes the following fields: remote host field, date/time field, HTTP
field,status code field, etc. Because web data is highly noisy due to wide range of data types and communication protocols
allowed in the web environment, careful data preparation methods are imperative to facilitate the discovery of browsing
patterns.

•  Data cleaning: remove erroneous and invalid pages non-html files (multimedia and scripts) from the raw web log data. The
WebCleaner1 tool is used for this purpose.

•  User profile identification: filter IP addresses, session ID based on a predefined timeout between two subsequent
requests from the same user.

•   Web usage sequence construction: for each session, a sequence of visited pages is constructed by encoding  these  pages
with sequence item code. The resultant sequences are stored in the Web Access Sequence Database (WASD).

3.2 Frequent Pattern Discovery Module
This module utilizes a frequent pattern discovery algorithm to reduce the state-space for later Markov predictive module. In
particular, we adapt a pre-order tree-based learning method [8] which is known to be robust to crawling attacks against
navigation-based Web recommender systems [22]. Such attacks are generated by the crawling mechanisms in which fake
user profiles are injected to clickstream navigation to manipulate the future behavior of the recommender system.

Let I be the set of all web pages and S be the set of all sequences. A sequence is an ordered list of subsets of I. A sequence

Figure 1. A novel WUM System
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is denoted as (α1 α2 ... αn ) where each sequence element αi is a subset of I. The length of sequence α is n and its
width is the maximum size of any αi for 1< i < n .

A sequence α is said to be subsequent of β, denoted as α β if there exists integers i1< i2< ...< in such that αj βi    for all
αj .

Let FS ={FS1,FS2,...FSm} be the set of frequent sequences derived from S. A sequence FSi is said to be frequent if
σ(FSi ) >σmin where support is computed as follow:

We also consider other candidates for this module, including advanced frequent pattern recognition methods such as
SPADE [16] and GSP [23]. Extensive experiments are presented in Section 4 to compare the effects of these algorithms on the
overall system performance.

This module analyzes the frequent patterns generated by the previous module by implementing a dynamic clustering-based
second-order Markov model [24]. Let pi, k j be the second-order probability of the transition (Ak, Aj) given that the previous
transition was (Ai, Ak). The second-order probabilities are estimated as follows:

 pi, k  j =

where wi, j,k and wi, k correspond to weights of the transitions (Ai, Aj, Ak) and (Ai, Ak) respectively.

Output of this modeling process is the co-occurrence array P of all conditional probability (second-order) that pi, k j page j is
visited given page i and page k are the previous and current pages respectively, in the same session. This array is then
transformed into a directed navigational graph G, as depicted in Figure 2 which represents frequently visited pages as state
nodes and the links between them are associated with a weight equal to the corresponding  pi, k j.

By introducing the concept of state cloning to duplicate states and using model-based clustering technique, this dynamic
Markov model can achieve second-order accuracy with less additional states than a conventional second-order Markov
model [24]. In particular, a state is cloned only when it is an inaccurate state, i.e. the difference between its first-order and
second-order probabilities is greater than a certain threshold γ. This restriction is to leverage the performance of these states
without overwhelming the total number of states. A k-mean clustering method is then deployed to assign in-links with similar
second-order probabilities to the same clone. Essentially, at this point, users with similar navigation patterns are put into
same clusters, each of which is represented by a Markov model.

3.4 Recommendation Module
This Recommendation Module suggests to web users the next navigation step which is potentially of their interests. Such
recommendation is generated automatically by grouping active users based on their current states and their recorded
previous states within the same session. The inference of the users’ next possible state is conducted using the co-occurrence
array P computed from the previous module.

In our model, at each step, a user may change his/her state from the current state to another state (or remain in the same state)
according to a probability distribution. The changes of state are called transitions, and the probabilities associated with
various state changes are called transition probabilities. The recommendation generated by this module is a stochastic

wi, j,k

wi, k

j

       and 0 < σmin < 1.
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process, means that all state transitions are probabilistic rather than an absolute recommendation. This stochastic
recommendation is visualized in a Recommended Next navigation Step diagram, as illustrated in Figure 3.

3.5. System Features
The proposed WUM system is developed based on a modular framework in which additional plug-in components can be
used without the need of significant configuration changes. For instance, the pre-order tree-based algorithm in the Frequent
Pattern Discovery Module can be replaced easily by other algorithms such as SPADE or GSP and the system will perform
accordingly.

The key virtue of this system is that it attempts to further alleviate the lack of scalability of current Markov-based WUM
systems, at the same time, enhance predictive accuracy. When the amount of data to be processed grows, the number of
Markov states increases nonlinearly.  This effect inevitably slows down the Markov-based WUM systems’ performance and
harmers their accuracy. An attempt to lift up the accuracy of Markov models by making them higher orders will also lead to
the same problem of large number of additional states. Compared with a conventional second-order Markov model, our
Predictive Module can achieve a comparative performance with less computation required due to the effect of conditional
cloning and dynamic clustering component. Moreover, our system models web navigation patterns using only the frequently
accessed web pages extracted from the web log rather than using all available pages as in [24]  and other hybrid methods. As
a result, we can significantly reduce the number of states and hence model complexity. This complexity reduction is contributed
by the Frequent Pattern Discovery Module.

4. Experimental analysis

4.1 Design
The WUM system proposed in this paper uses a tree-based method for frequent pattern discovery and a dynamic clustering-
based Markov model mining web navigation behaviors. We abbreviate this as a Frequent-Pattern Dynamic-Markov WUM
system, or FP-DM WUM system.

To evaluate the effectiveness of our WUM system, two benchmarking datasets are tested, namely NASA and Kent. These
publicly accessible data1 are HTTP requests to the web servers at the Kennedy Space Center (USA) and Kent State
University (USA) respectively. The experiments were run on a PC with Intel Core 2 Duo E8400 processor, 2.99 GHz and 3.25
GB of RAM.

Each dataset is input to the four modules in our proposed WUM system for preprocessing, frequent pattern discovery, web
usage behavior modeling and recommendation respectively. From the conducted experiments, two performance metrics are
used, including model complexity and model efficiency. In particular, processing time and memory requirement are used as
model complexity indicators while the number of states resulted from our Predictive Module suggest the computational
efficiency of the system.

In the experiments, from our proposed system using the tree-based frequent pattern discovery method (FP-DM WUM tree-
based), we consider two variants of the proposed system in which SPADE (FP-DM WUM SPADE) and GSP (FP-DM WUM
GSP) are used for frequent pattern discovery instead of the tree-based method. These variants are then compared against
Borges’ WUM system [24] which uses dynamic clustering-based Markov.

4.2 Results

a) Preprocessing
The datasets NASA and Kent are Web log files including the following fields: remote host field, date/time field, HTTP field,
and status code field. We first apply preprocessing on these datasets as described in Section 3.1 to obtain the Web Access
Sequence databases. The prepared data is detailed in the Table 3.

b) Model Efficiency
For the NASA dataset, amongst FP-DM WUM variants, the tree-based and GSP approaches are the best performing models

2 http://www.web-caching.com/traces-logs.html
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Data # of users # of sessions # of Web pages Period (# of days)

NASA 26,037 49,406 1,446 13

Kent 4,472 8,412 7,134 6

Table 3. Benchmarking Datasets

 Borges’s      WUM         FP-DM WUM      FP-DM WUM FP-DMWUM
                                    system                             (Tree-Based)                (SPADE)                  (GSP)

              NASA data (1,446 pages)
γ = 0.1, σmin = 0.01

# of Freq. Pages NA 50 49 50

# of States 2,351 67 115 67

             KENT data (7,134 pages)
γ = 0.1, σmin = 0.01

# of Freq. Pages         NA                                175                                 210                                175

# of States 13,205  193  415 193

Table 4. Number of Frequent Pages and State

which extracted 50 frequent patterns out of 1,446 pages in total. The patterns extracted from the two approaches are same
shows that these results are correct and reliable. These frequently accessed pages are then transferred to 67 states in the
resultant Markov model.  Compared with 2,352 states generated by the Borges’ WUM system, our approach achieves much
lower number of states, including all variants of FP-DM WUM system (e.g. variants using Tree-based, SPADE and GSP). A
similar observation can be drawn from the Kent dataset with the tree-based method to achieve the lowest number states.

c) Model Complexity
Table 5 displays the processing time and memory required by the tested systems.

In general, any variant of the FP-DM WUM that uses Tree-based, SPADE and GSP can achieve more complexity reduction
than Borges’s model. Moreover, the FP-DM WUM (tree-based) approach is the most preferable system with lowest processing
time and memory required for both NASA and Kent datasets.

4.3 Discussion
From our experiments, FP-DM WUM (Tree-Based) and FP-DM WUM (GSP) performed equally well with respect to the
number of derived frequently visited pages and the resultant Markov states. However, the tree-based method ran faster and
required less memory than the GSP-based method. It was also observed that conventional Markov-based WUM system
generally generated much more states compared with our approach. As a result, the processing time and memory of such a
system dramatically increases, making the state-space of the Markov model too large to be practical. Unlike other existing
WUM systems which merely implement Markov modeling, our system can derive the frequently navigated pages. These
characteristics all together make our system relatively efficient compared with others.

The outcome of the Predictive Module is a graph visualizing the weighted transitions between frequently visited pages.
Figure 2 displays such a graph for the case of FP-DM WUM (tree-based) with 50 frequent pages extracted from the NASA
dataset. This graph is then used to make recommendation for a web user. By entering his/her current page number into the
tool interface, a recommended navigation step is generated by the Recommendation Module as in Figure 3. In this graph, the
two previous states are located at the top, associated with second-order probabilities and the number of hits. The current
state is in the middle of the graph which is linked to three recommended states below it. For each recommended link, a weight
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 Borges’s     WUM          FP-DM WUM      FP-DM WUM FP-DMWUM
                                   system                             (Tree-Based)                (SPADE)                  (GSP)

              NASA data (1,446 pages)
γ = 0.1, σmin = 0.01

Processing Time 55 18 32 62
(secs)

Memory 356 117 203                               170
Requirement (MB)

             KENT data (7,134 pages)
γ = 0.1, σmin = 0.01

Processing Time         198                                39                                   150                                156
(secs)

Memory 421 165  228 263
Requirement (MB)

Table 5. Processing Time and Memory Requirement

Figure 2. Weighted Navigational Graph

is attached that represents the likelihood of a page to be visited in the next step. By analyzing web navigation patterns,
administrators can identify redundant materials or reorganize the hypertext structure to recommend to the web users the most
interesting pages.

Compared with the earlier studies of Web prediction using Markov models or association rules [14, 24, 25], the above
prediction process can refine the visited Web pages, so the search space of Web recommendation is significantly saved.
Moreover, the proposed system easily allows the extension of the modules in the future. A better sequence mining algorithm
can be integrated into the Frequent Pattern Discovery Module for the performance optimization of data mining. Novel
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Figure 3. Recommended Next Navigation Step

Markov models, such as semantic-rich Markov models [26] or hybrid Markov models, can be applied to the Predictive
Module. Semantic Web technology not only enhances predictive models with semantic information, but also improves the
prediction accuracy and search space. The accuracy of Web prediction will be evaluated in our future works to verify these
promising potentials.

5. Conclusions

Web mining, in general, is very challenging compared with traditional Data Mining due to its great amount of unstructured,
rapidly and frequently changing data. There is also a necessity for online processing capability which requires the mining
algorithms to minimize computation overheads while performing accurately with unseen data. This paper introduces a novel
approach to mining web usage data that integrates a tree-based Temporal Sequence Mining technique and a dynamic
Markov model. The proposed method is shown to significantly reduce complexity of original Markov models while retaining
their superior predictive accuracy. The observed efficiency improvement of our model can be explained by the effect of
Frequent Pattern Discovery module on the execution of the Markov-based Predictive Module. That is, the algorithm predicts
web navigation patterns using the frequent web access sequences extracted from the web logs rather than all pages. Our
Web-Page Recommender System also identifies frequent web navigations which are impossible in conventional systems
merely using Markov models.

In the future, we plan to test our system on a live production web server and conduct both quantitative and qualitative
analysis about the impacts of the generated recommendations on user navigation behaviors. Another interesting direction is
to explore the use of prior domain knowledge such as information about relational structure of the site for mining process
guidance and improvement. Finally, we seek to enhance the effectiveness of our recommendations with greater coherence by
incorporating web usage knowledge and domain concepts that can be semantically represented by ontology.
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